about whether to activate our PLB for a rescue,
Shaune decided to walk back to Melaleuca to
arrange help. Luckily a visiting ranger was found
and with a call on his sat phone to the police, a
helicopter rescue was organised.
Just as I arrived back from Melaleuca to where the
others were with Georg, the Police Westpac
helicopter appeared over the mountain. He was
winched up into the helicopter with the paramedic
and off to Hobart hospital.

NEWSLETTER

After this dramatic start to the hike we arrived at our
first camp late and very tired, but knowing he was
getting good care and probably wouldn’t have
lasted another night in the open.

September 2017

Turua Beach Deadmans Bay
Top of Ironbound Range
South Coast Track Tasmania
14 Feb to 2 Mar 2017
Organiser: John Holland
Participants: Leonie Grimshaw,
Beatrice & Shaune Walsh
With preparations completed for 10 days in the
Tasmanian wilderness without a food drop, we
boarded a light aircraft at Hobart’s Cambridge
airport for the flight to the remote Melaleuca air strip
near Bathurst Harbour in the Southwest National
Park. We were fortunate, due to the weather on the
coast, that the young pilot took the inland route
over the spectacular Federation Peak.
Melaleuca was the home of Deny King and his
family who worked a small tin mine in incredibly
isolated and harsh conditions. The air strip and
walker’s huts are a legacy of his ingenuity and
sheer hard work.
After exploring the area and the aboriginal history
and overnighting in one of the historic huts we set
off to Cox Bight over relatively flat terrain. To our
surprise after 8km we came across a German hiker
(Georg) collapsed on the track and unable to walk
following a bite on his hand some days earlier. His
condition was very serious and after discussion
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Day 2 over the Red Point Hills was our first ascent
with our very heavy packs and we had an
introduction to the rain squalls that continuously
came and went on many of the days. At Louisa
Creek and then Day 3 Louisa River we learned how
to use the overhead ropes there to aid the
crossings. The water levels were ok to get across
safely. Wet boots and socks now became the norm.
Everyone has stories about the 900m crossing of
the Ironbound Range and it lived up to its
reputation. The western side was a continuous
rocky ascent with many steps but the views are
great, culminating in the well-earned 360-degree
view at the top. Going down the eastern side is the
real challenge with deep mud and continuous
stepping over roots and mossy logs. A long hard 12
hour day then finally arriving at aptly called
Deadmans Bay as the light faded. John had
planned two contingency / rest days so we camped
two nights at Deadmans Bay and recovered well.
Day 6 included beautiful sunny beach walking
along Prion Beach arriving at the row boat crossing
to get to the New River Lagoon campsite. We
rowed across multiple times as there are three
boats and you have to leave one boat on one side
and two on the other. A visit by a family of
Tasmanian pademelons was a highlight to this
great campsite behind the lagoon. They are related
to the wallaby but with a shorter tail.

continuously climbing over the entire length, with
some steps at the top. First through rain forest, then
some dryer eucalyptus forest, more rain forest, and
finally at the top many grass trees poised on a knife
edge. At the top, there is a sign declaring “track
end”, and there are 270 degree views, over a sheer
cliff with spectacular views of the coastal plains.

Surprise Bay
Day 7 started out with a difficult track diversion
through scrub but culminated in getting to the
picturesque Surprise Bay and its campsite in
glorious sunny weather. Day 8 was a 450m ascent
over the South Cape Range. Another very hard
crossing with plenty of mud in places, where Leonie
took one wrong step and sank nearly up to her
waist! This was a long ten hour day to get to South
Cape Rivulet campsite followed by a rest day
exploring the beach.
With lighter packs on Day 10 we had more beach
walking along Coal Bluff and Lion Rock before
heading inland on welcome boardwalk to the finish
at Cockle Creek near Recherche Bay.
Next were four days relaxation in a luxurious
cottage on Bruny Island before flying back to
Sydney. We later found out that Georg spent three
weeks in intensive care before flying home to
Germany in a wheel chair to recover.
He called us his saviours.
Thanks John for organising a fantastic experience.

By Shaune Walsh
****************
Main Range and Girraween National Parks
Queensland: 2-13 May 2017
Organisers: Irene & Barry Mann
Participants: Marilyn & Henry Fooks, Mary &
Brendon Moffatt, Gisela & Arnold Fleischman,
Margaret Dooley, Roy & Lynne Smith, Peter & Faye
Wherry,
Travel to Warwick was by various means. The
weather for the whole 2 weeks was cool and dry –
absolutely fabulous for walking.
The Main Range NP is comprised of 4 sections –
Cunninghams Gap, Queen Mary Falls, Goomburra
and Spicers Gap – all can be conveniently reached
from Warwick. We first went to Cunninghams Gap
to walk Mt Mitchell. This is listed as a 10.2 km
return walk, ascending 418m. The track is stunning,
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Underground Creek Day 2
Day 2 was an easy trip to Queen Mary Falls – a 2km
circuit walk to both top and bottom of the falls.
Afterwards, we drove on to Carrs Lookout. where
we split into 2 groups - one group opted to drive
down a steep road to Boonah, thence back up
Cunninghams Highway. The second group enjoyed
a wonderful Devonshire Tea in a farm/café, with
views down the valley – the place is up for sale for
$2m. Then, retracing our drive down the hill, we
stopped at Daggs Falls, then Browns Falls. Peter
and Margaret managed a challenging walk and
found the way up to Browns Falls, which involved
several slippery creek crossings.
Day 3 was the Goomburra Section. First, a long
drive to the end of the track, then a 1km walk to the
Mt Castle Lookout and back. Next another 1km
walk to Sylvesters Lookout and back. These
lookout walks are through dense rain forest, and
again provided fantastic views over the coastal
plains. Next was a walk to Araucaria Falls, listed as
3.6km return. What they didn’t say was that there
were steep downhill sections to the top of the Falls.
Then steeper sections to the bottom, all through
dense rain forest. It was a most invigorating walk
back to the cars!
The final day at Warwick was a second visit to the
Cunninghams Gap section, this time to Mt
Cordeaux and beyond. The climb is a gradual
340m over 3.4km through very attractive rain forest
to a spectacular lunch spot with great views. There
is a 2.8km extension out to Bare Rock and some
opted to do this.

Overall, we were very impressed with the Main
Range NP. The walking tracks are maintained in
excellent condition. The lookouts are all
spectacular and have to be seen. On the last day in
Warwick, we celebrated with a dinner at the
Warwick RSL…. most enjoyable.
After 4 days at Warwick, we drove 60km to
Stanthorpe, which was decidedly cooler. Girraween
NP is about 30km or a half hour drive South. Roy
and Lynne opted to camp in the park, and we met
them there each day for the walks.

The weather however was the best we had on the
whole trip.
All in all, we walked for 7 out of 8 days, a total of
around 45km, seemingly most of it uphill! Nine of us
finished the trip at Tamworth with a dinner at the
Tudor Hotel in Peel Street. A great finale.

By Barry Mann
****************

Day 1 was cool. We walked to the Junction, then
the Granite Arch, where we had lunch. Next, up to
the Pyramid……First, there are 440 or thereabout
steps. Then one reaches the granite massive. Roy
and Peter made it to the top. Marilyn and Margaret
almost made it. A further 6 of us achieved the “base
camp”. All in all, a great day. Distance walked was
8km.
Day 2 was cooler. We walked to the Underground
Creek and Dr Roberts Waterhole, about 4km in
total. The Underground Creek is most unusual. The
creek has carved a narrow gorge into the granite,
which eventually has broken off, and covered the
creek. The boulders are massive, the landscape
spectacular.
The last day at Girraween was a climb up the
Castle, followed by a walk to the Sphinx and Turtle
Rock. The Castle involves a climb of around 250m,
most of it steps. The last bit is a climb through a
cleft onto the granite slopes at the top, and a
scramble/walk up to the very top. The view is great,
the thrill is greater. Nine of us made it.

Lord Howe Island
6 – 13 May 2017
Organiser: Sheree Brinsley.
Participants: Gina Holloway, Judy & Ann Turner,
Leo & Carol Weston, Don Macintyre, John &
Dianne Gardem, Shaune & Beatrice Walsh
Lord Howe Island had been on my bucket list for
quite a while. I’d cancelled my spot on the Africa
trip this year and knew that I would be miserable
when the others all went off without me so I decided
to put on this trip to Lord Howe Island. It didn’t
disappoint!
The magic of Lord Howe begins before you even
land on the island. After nearly 2 hours of flying
from Sydney seeing nothing but ocean and clouds,
you can’t quite believe what your eyes are
seeing. First, the ethereal view of Balls Pyramid a
volcanic stack sticking up out of the middle of the
ocean about 23 km south of the island. Then,
before you can comprehend what your eyes are
actually seeing, Mt Gower and Mt Lidgbird come
into view, followed almost immediately by the plane
landing very quickly on a very short runway! But
that will be the only fast thing we do for the next 7
days!

Granite Arch Girraween NP
The Sphinx is a balancing rock (the head) on a tall
pillar, which resembles the Sphinx. Turtle Rock,
100m away, is a letdown, as trees have masked the
view. We had lunch at the Sphinx before returning.
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We spent the week exploring the different tracks
across the island getting to know our way around
as well as getting our legs used to the hills - lots of
hills. We visit Mt Eliza, Transit Hill, Intermediate
Hill, Malabar Hill, Kim’s Lookout, Mutton Bird Point

Lookout, Boat Harbour and Rocky Run. We hire
bikes, snorkel, swim in the lagoon, feed the fish at
Ned's Beach, have happy hour every night and
even attempt a 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle - all at a
very slow pace. We were officially on island time.
All the while wherever we go on the island Mt
Gower is there silently looming over us. We all
wanted to climb it, but all hoped that it would be
easier than it looked. I had decided to go with
Dean Hiscox of Lord Howe Island Environmental
Tours for the guided climb of Mt Gower rather than
Jack Schick because anyone who had been up the
mountain with Jack seemed to think he was a bit
grumpy and I didn’t want that to be my lasting
memory of climbing Mt Gower. So we booked with
Dean and it was suggested that we climb up to the
Goat House Cave on Mt Lidgbird, setting ourselves
a time limit of one and a half hours to get up to
Smoking Tree Ridge, to see how we coped with the
terrain. So off we went up to the Goat House Cave
and, to make it more interesting, we decided to go
over Transit Hill first! Well, we all managed to get
up to the ridge with about half an hour to
spare! The cave made for a perfect lunch spot with
fantastic views back over the island.

The track now winds underneath the cliff face
where ropes have been installed to assist (thank
goodness), but it is still unnerving walking along
this narrow track (very narrow in places) with a
steep cliff face on one side and a precipitous drop
of over 100 metres on the other! But after this
section the track climbs up again and then it is
reasonably level for a short while before we
eventually reach the lovely Erskine Creek for a
quick stop and a bite to eat.

Summit of Mt Gower
We then head up the steep slope of Mount Gower
until we reach the Saddle where we stop again for
everyone to catch up. The views back over the
island from here are amazing. But this is where it
starts to get much steeper and there are a lot of
rope sections designed to help us get up some of
the more awkward bits, with the most difficult one
being known as the Get Up Place where we each
make our way up one by one under the watchful
eye of our guide.

Goat House Cave
Friday morning arrives and we are picked up out
the front of Blue Lagoon lodge at 7am and driven to
the start of the track where we are all given red
helmets to wear. The track first winds through a
palm forest and then along the rocky beach before
we have to head straight up. Dean tells us we have
to go fast up this bit as rocks sometimes fall down
from the cliff above. Then he just takes off fast very fast! My helmet is half falling off my head as I
am trying to climb up the ropes and my heart is
pounding out of my chest! I am starting to panic,
thinking shit (!!!) if we keep this pace up I’m not
going to make it very far at all! But we stop at the
overhang and wait for everyone to catch up,
regroup and catch their breath. Luckily, after the
initial race our guide slows the pace down a bit and
stops every 20 minutes or so for short breaks whilst
giving us details of the surrounding landscape.
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As we approach the summit we enter into a
beautiful moss forest. It looks ancient, prehistoric
even. There are ferns and mosses growing over
the ground and on tree trunks, mushrooms and
orchids. Dean talks about the Providence Petrels
who nest here in the winter months. They are
inquisitive birds and will come and land amongst
you if you call out so Dean lets out a series of
shrieks and sure enough we are soon bombarded
by Providence Petrels whose landing skills leave
something to be desired. They are flapping all
around us squawking madly and I don’t think I have
ever experienced anything quite as crazy!
We eventually make it to the top by about
12.20pm. It has taken us nearly five hours of solid
climbing, but I feel quite exhilarated that we have
made it. We have lunch in the small grassy
clearing which overlooks the lagoon and the rest of
the island. We pose for the obligatory summit
photos with the Providence Petrels swarming
around us again. We don’t get long on the summit
as a rain squall is hanging around so we head
down retracing our steps, quickly learning how to

sort of abseil down the rope sections eventually
making it back to sea level about four hours later
and just on sunset.
It’s been a long day but I can see that everyone is
feeling quite pleased with their achievement. It has
certainly been the highlight of our week on the
island and I am glad that we left it until the end of
our stay. I am feeling really proud of our bunch of
bushwalkers, one of whom recently turned
80. What an amazing woman you are Judy
Turner!!
After a celebratory dinner at the Golf Club I fall into
bed exhausted but happy, listening to the sound of
the ubiquitous Kentia Palms rustling in the breeze.
Who needs Africa!

Then on to Burnum Burnum Reserve where we
encountered rock ledges and views of the
Woronora River. We crossed over the new
Woronora Bridge and explored the Bangor ridge
with its great views of the river. Next it was down a
lovely fern-filled bush track to Prince Edward Park
for lunch followed by the trek back up to Sutherland
where most of us finished off the day with a coffee.
Of course, the great walking weather also had a
part to play in making this a very enjoyable walk!

By Margaret Dooley
****************

By Sheree Brinsley
****************

Upper Falls, Cascade Ck
KAKADU
9th July – 21st July, 2017
Organiser: Steve Deards
Participants: John Morris, Di Bradbury, Don
McIntyre, Clare Wang, Helen Lee.
Urban Walk: Como - Bangor - Woronora Sutherland
4th June, 2017
Organiser: Margaret Dooley
Participants: Fay, Keith, Gordon, Gina, Jill, Sheree,
Norra, Samantha, Kerry, Carol, Ken, Ken, Aiden,
Erica, Tracey, Clare, Finlay
This was an interesting walk due to the different
landscapes we walked through, most of which were
bush despite us being in suburbia! We started by
walking through The Glen and Koolangarra
Reserves in Bonnet Bay, going from paperbark
forests to she-oaks to mangroves and getting a
good view of the bay itself. We also came across
two caves used by the Dharawal people (evidenced
by shell middens and some hand stencils).
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This was my third multi-day walk in Kakadu
National Park, and the longest in terms of distance
covered – approx. 117kms over 13 days. Our walk
began at Maguk carpark, and the first stop was at
the falls and plunge pool where we had lunch.
Being school holidays, it was unpleasantly
crowded. People seemed to be sprawled
everywhere, running around like pesky green tree
ants. However, after lunch, the crowd disappeared
when we hit the track which took us beside
Barramundie Creek and our first camp. I decided to
stop short of the intended camp site due to the late
hour and unknown walking conditions ahead. We
all found flat rock slabs to camp on and soon had a
fire going for a cuppa and to cook dinner on. It was
a lovely starry night with a near full moon.
Banging on the billy got everyone out of bed at
6.30am next morning and we were walking by
7.45am. Walking was easy to begin with, but the
gorge closed in and we had to cross the creek on a
pandanus tree trunk for easier conditions. A
navigational error by me cost us valuable time, and
our second camp was again short of our intended

site. However, we found a nice palm glade to camp
in with a gurgling brook, so that was a relief.
Day 3 saw us enter impressive Cascade Ck and we
all enjoyed the waterfalls and cascades. We
managed to climb around 2 pools where we swam
with our packs last time, and we had lunch below
an art site in a rock shelter. We continued to the
head of the creek to camp, and we were now back
on schedule. The next day was our longest –
17kms, from Cascade Ck to Surprise Falls, which
took us 9 hours to complete. I certainly felt the
effects of that walk and went without dinner that
night. The next day was a recovery rest day, and
we enjoyed swimming in the pools of the waterfall
and seeking out as much shade as possible.

On day 12, we continued downstream to our camp
on another sandy beach not far from Jim Jim Falls.
After breaking camp next day, most of us visited the
lookout above the falls before picking up the track
down to Jim Jim carpark. Our transport arrived a
little late, but the lunch she provided was excellent
and well worth the wait.
In retrospect, a very enjoyable walk, but one which
brought home to me the very real prospect of
dehydration unless water intake is carefully
managed.

By Steve Deards
****************

On day 6, we headed towards Twin Falls Creek,
camping that night on a flat sandy terrace above a
nice pool. On day 7, we reached Twin Falls Creek
and walked upstream to camp at a previous camp
spot. There were cane toads here, but in lesser
numbers than previously, and spotting them with
my head torch proved fruitless. Last time we
dispatched half a dozen here. The next two days
were spent walking upstream to camp on rock
slabs at ‘Crocodile Pool’ on day 9. Unfortunately,
we didn’t see any crocs at all on the trip, possibly
unwitting victims of the dreaded toads.

SEA KAYAKING IN SOUTH WEST TASMANIA
Feb 5-11 2017
This was not a club trip but I thought it may be of
interest to anyone looking for a bit of adventure in a
remote location.
I am talking about the huge conservation area of
Bathurst Harbour and Port Davey in SW Tasmania.
Some club members would be familiar with
Melaleuca, the starting point for the South Coast
Track. My 7 day trip started there, however the
mode of transport was a sea kayak.

On day 10, we crossed into the watershed of Jim
Jim Creek and camped at a very large pool, again
on rock slabs. Next morning, the bird song was very
loud and started before the billy gong at 6.30am.
So much noise from such small birds!
We followed the creek downstream through burnt
country until it became easier to be beside the
creek itself, eventually reaching our camp referred
to as ‘sandy pool’ at lunchtime. We were surprised
to see another party of 12 already camped, as I
thought that Parks management tried to limit
numbers at any particular area. The group was
from CMW, and the leader I knew from my visit to
see him regarding Kakadu walking 5 years ago.
Luckily, the camp area was large enough for both
groups to camp separately from each other. The
camp was a beautiful one, with a large pool fringed
by white sand and crystal clear water.

The trip was organised by a Hobart based tour
operator called Roaring40s Kayaking. They
provided the kayaks, camping gear and did all the
catering. There were six paying customers and two
guides in four heavily laden double sea kayaks.
Day 1 started with a 45 minute flight in a small
plane to Melaleuca, then a 1.5 hour paddle down
the inlet to a fixed bush camp near the entrance to
Bathurst Harbour. In the following days, we paddled
down the channel to Port Davey, explored the very
scenic coastline, camped behind several beautiful
unspoilt beaches, returning to the start 6 days later
for the flight back to Hobart.
We were lucky to have mostly good (mostly cool)
weather, however being Tassie, particularly in the
south west, the weather can be extremely variable,
cold, wet and windy even in summer.
It was certainly a great way to escape the Sydney
heatwave!
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Our next Adopt a Track Project day is on Monday 6
November 2017 - you might just enjoy it.

By Tony Larkin
****************

While this is not a commercial, I should say the tour
operator did an excellent job looking after us and
showing us the sights. The scenery was
magnificent. Happy to provide more detail, just give
me a call.

Angelina Reardon
Paul Wherry
Karen Springstub
Jan Moffatt

By Bruce Franklin
****************

****************

COMMITTEE
ROOM SNIPPETS
Adopt a Track Project
Our Club's current community project, to assist
NPWS with track clearing, has been progressing
well.
It was perhaps a curious sight recently to see 16
Club members driving along the fire trail from
Waterfall towards Uloola Falls, rather than walking!
Yes, we were on our regular work day to clear
vegetation on the Uloola Track.
After our novel arrival at Uloola Falls we proceeded
to get to work with secateurs, saws and loppers.
Our very enthusiastic volunteers were eager to get
chopping & cutting to 'open up' the track and make
it more comfortable for walking & ensure it is
available to all bushwalkers into the future.
Some members are keen to do the heavy work,
some are happy to lop smaller branches with
secateurs, while others like to concentrate on the
finer details. There is always a job for everyone someone even brought a cake for general
encouragement!
To date our Club has contributed almost 600 hours
of combined effort on our various track projects, on
over 12 separate work & planning days.
Sound like your sort of day? Would you like to join
us? Please come along and see for yourself.
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Activity Statistics 6 months to June
(from returned trip reports)
Walks
Cycling
Kayaking
Total

Events
2016
78
8
2
88

Events
2017
75
4
4
83

People
2016
778
51
10
839

People
2017
790
40
19
849

By Allan Bunt Vice President

Hello everyone! This is the last quarter news for
2017 and I hope your year has been full of
adventure, fun and very social. So many members
getting out and about, walking and talking on the
track. It has been excellent seeing new members
coming along and joining in and I am sure it has
been interesting and fun for you too. We are putting
on easier activities for new starters and for those
wanting a slower day out. Find something and book
in with the activity organiser.
Activity Organisers, remember to complete your
Trip Reports and send them in soon after
completion. Trip Reports are required if ANY
activity is advertised or arranged via the Club’s

program or late notice email alerts. The Club must
keep a record of all those activities. Remember, if it
is cancelled, send an email to info@ or let a
committee member know. Overseas trips also
require some paperwork and see website in
“Members“area for details. Paperwork, paperwork (I
know!) but Insurance requires it and the Committee
just want to be in the loop too.
Did you also know that programmed multi day trips
are for “members” only? Bushwalking, cycling,
kayaking & camping participants must be members,
again for insurance. So, visitors need to join the
Club so they are covered when on multi day trips.
If there are limited numbers on an activity or trip,
then members are given preference.

Uloola Track RNP

Soon the season will be changing to hot and dry
conditions. Remember to check the weather (BOM)
and Fire Danger Ratings. Check Bush Fire Alerts
www.rfs.nsw.gov.au or on smartphones the Fires
Near Me - NSW app. National Parks are CLOSED
when a Total Fire Ban is announced or even when
“Severe”. Make sure you have plenty of water and
protective clothing on your days out.
Thank you to our volunteer organisers to whom we
rely upon, the Committee, and to you our members.
All of you make up our memorable moments of
2017.

Mt Jellore Trig, Nattai NP

I am looking forward to seeing many of you at our
Club’s breakfast BBQ on Sat 9 Dec. It was such a
success last year. A real social get together in a
bush setting and I encourage new members to
come along and mingle. See program for details.

Vanessa Hicks
President

Have you changed address?
If your membership details have changed this
year, please let the club know by sending an
email to info@sutherlandbushwalkers.org.au

Helensburgh Tunnels

Website: www.sutherlandbushwalkers.org.au
Email:
info@sutherlandbushwalkers.org.au

Lockleys Pylon, Blue Mtns
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